
Remove all parts from the bag:
 1. Lay the frame on the ground and start with one end. Locate the plastic 4-Port connector   
 part (A) on one end of the net.
 2. Assemble the base legs (B) and upright (C) on one end: Place the two feet and upright   
 post into the receiving ports of the 4-Port connector. Each part is connected to its specific   
 individual receiving port by shock-cord.
 3. Assemble the cross-bar (D): Insert into remaining receiving port in 4-port connector 
 where connected by the shock-cord. Work your way down the cross bar connecting each 
 piece – like a tent pole.
 4. Assemble the base legs (B) and upright (C) on the second end using the same method as   
 the first. Attach to the cross bar.
 5. Slide both Foam Part-Holders (E) toward the feet on either end of the net so they are not   
 pressing against the ground. If Foam Part-Holders are touching the ground this can reduce   
 net stability.
 6. Attach the net to the frame: PLEASE NOTE. The net may be quite tight on first assembly. To   
 prevent damage to plastic parts ensure upright posts (C) are fully seated into 4-Port connectors (A).
  • Unroll the net along the frame – note the sleeves in the binding on each end of the net.
  • Slide one net sleeve over one of the upright posts. Rivets in net binding should be on the  
     top of the net when assembled.
  • Repeat on the other end – sliding the sleeve over the upright on the other side of the net frame.
  • If additional net tension is desired the plastic hooks on the top of the upright posts can be  
    attached to the rivets in the net binding.

            You are ready to play!
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PARTS LIST

1 - Rally Light Pickleball Net
2 - Connector Pieces
4 - Base Legs 

2 - Upright Posts 
1 - Cross Bar
2 - Foam Part-Holders B
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